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Abstract: Network based data representation has received
widespread attention over the years. Data is oriented in graph
format by aligning information as nodes and edges. Some of the
predominant network cases include biological and social sciences.
There is a growing need to extract knowledge patterns from
network orientations. In such scenario, the current study focuses
on extracting data patterns from network data. Schizophrenia
gene data and TRAI wireless performance data is identified for
performing biological and social network analysis. Biological
network analysis is performed to identify relevant gene ties which
act as hotspots for identifying disease causing genes. On similar
lines, social network analysis is performed on wireless dataset to
identify essential telecom operators responsible for customer
retention. Based on these outcomes, a decision support system,
BioSocioLink is designed in R programming language to perform
biological and social network analysis. The support system
accurately detects knowledge patterns from both the datasets. The
study is concluded by deploying the support system in local
programming environment.
Keywords: Network theory, biological network, social network,
decision support system

I. INTRODUCTION
Networks represent structural and behavioral orientations
of complex systems in real time. These entities are usually
represented as a graph comprising of objects as nodes and
their interactions as links [1]. Recent growth of data has
resulted in generating mammoth information. However,
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traditional database systems fail to store such data as tabular
transactions. In this context, storing such information as
nodes and links helps in preserving the semantic information
[2, 3]. Over the past decade several network based studies
have been proposed for addressing various problems
including node classification [4], link prediction [5] and
community detection [6]. Some of the popular networks
include biological and social networks.
Biological networks represent biological processes
captured by RNAs, genes and proteins. Each of these entities
signifies different biological networks where nodes represent
biological objects while links indicate the interconnectivity
among them [7]. Some of the prominent biological networks
include metabolic networks, gene interaction networks,
protein-protein interaction networks, cell based networks and
transcriptional networks [8]. Information captured from such
networks helps in ascertaining interconnections across
phenotype and genotype for any dreadful disease.
Furthermore, several other network properties can be
captured from biological networks including link
connectivity, structural and functional orientations.
Social networks are other instance of network
representations where objects are categorized as nodes and
their interactions [9]. With exponential digital growth in the
recent years, social networks have gained proficient
importance in web page categorization, spam detection, ego
discovery and recognition of web communities [10]. Online
social networking sites like FaceBook, Twitter and LinkedIn
have empowered congregation of mammoth data. Advanced
algorithms are employed on such information for detecting
internal dynamics and behavioral correlations among social
entities. Henceforth, network based approach is found to be
appropriate for managing biological and social data.
Furthermore, decision making needs to precise in such
analysis to support accurate information processing. In this
context, development of decision support system helps in
generating accurate decisions [11]. A decision support
system (DSS) aids in decision making process by analyzing
network data to demonstrate real time information patterns.
Based on these inputs, the current study focuses on
development of decision support system for biological and
social networking data to disclose valuable interactions
among these entities. The two fold decision support system is
developed in R programming language for enhancing
decision making process among networks.
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II. NEED FOR DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM

3.2 Biological network analysis

Several studies have implemented decision support systems
in the past to reflect their significance in knowledge
management. Some of the prominent ones are enlisted
further.
In a study, decision support system is developed to support
marketing in business-to-business (B2B) context. The DSS
developed helps in management of customer retention in real
time scenarios [12]. In another study, RuttOpt a DSS is
developed for scheduling of logging trucks in multiple
modules. The DSS is adopted by numerous forest and hauling
companies resulting in enhanced savings between the ranges
of 5-30% [13]. In another study, the importance of integrated
DSS (IDSS) is reported from multiple domains focusing on
the decision making process. Several cases studies are
discussed along with arising challenges [14]. The future of
DSS is discussed in another study focusing on development
of DSS platforms towards data warehousing, mobile
computing and social media systems [15]. In another study,
DSS is developed to aid in small city development and
management. The system includes tools and techniques for
developing novel mathematical tools to help in smart city
projects [16]. In another study, bibliographic databases are
analyzed to develop clinical DSSs (CDSSs) to aid in medical
record data analysis. Furthermore, long term impact of CDSS
on genomic data is analyzed [17]. In another study, DSS is
designed to support web based applications to generate
cluster maps for different applications. The DSS includes
tools for analyzing stream of web datasets [18]. T3.3 he
performance of spatial DSS (SDSS) is accessed in a study by
examining 30 years bibliometric records. Elementary articles
and authors are categorized by domain specialization using
SDSS which extends the performance of DSS accurately
[19].
The significance of DSSs in various domains is highlighted
from these studies. Furthermore, designing a twofold DSS for
analyzing network based datasets helps in enhancing domain
knowledge. The extracted knowledge patterns could be
further integrated on multidimensional scale to support real
time data interpretation. Hence, the current study focuses on
developing a twofold network based DSS.
III. METHODOLOGY
This section highlights the methodology adopted in the study
for designing the twofold decision support system.

Schizophrenia gene data collected in previous step is
subjected to topic modelling to ascertain relevant gene
categories. Supervised Latent Dirichlet Allocation (sLDA)
algorithm is employed on the dataset to detect topics.
Furthermore, gene communities within the data are detected
using novel modularity based approach based on Local
Tangent Space Alignment (LTSA) algorithm using
‘Rdimtools’ package in R programming language [24]. The
communities detected are furthermore subjected to tie
structure analysis for identifying mutual genes across
different biological communities.
3.3 Social network analysis
The wireless dataset downloaded from TRAI portal is
subjected to feature selection techniques to identify relevant
parameters responsible for successful operation of a telecom
player. The features are subjected to Boruta algorithm
available in R programming language to detect significant
telecom attributes [25]. The features selected from the
algorithm are further utilized to detect prominent nodes in the
network based on the link based telecom parameters.
Prominent telecom players are detected using data mining
algorithms on quarterly datasets. The models developed are
further validated using statistical metrics like Accuracy and
confusion matrix. Based on the outputs, the prominent
telecom players are identified.
3.4 Development of network based decision support
system
The network based decision support system is developed in R
programming language comprising of two interfaces namely:
a) Biological network interface: The network interface is
developed using ‘shiny’ package available in R programming
language [26]. The interface is designed to support data
display, topic modelling, community detection and tie
strength analysis functionalities.
b) Social network interface: Similar to biological interface,
the social network interface is developed in ‘shiny’
dependency. The interface supports telecom data display,
feature selection, model development and prominent player’s
detection.
The DSS designed for biological and social networks is
conceptualized by examining the link properties for detecting
nodes, hence the name ‘BioSocioLink’.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Network data collection
a) Biological network data: Schizophrenia gene dataset is
considered for modelling biological data owing to the
prominence of the disease over the years. The gene dataset is
curated from multiple schizophrenia gene databases
including SZDB [20], SZGR2.0 [21] and DisGeNET [22]
based on the biological processes expressed in schizophrenia.
b) Social network data: Telecommunication sector has
experienced wide growth over the years owing to
transformation to digital era. Hence, social networking data is
collected from Telecom Regulatory Authority of India
(TRAI) web portal. Quarterly wireless reports are
downloaded from TRAI Web Portal [23].
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This section highlights the significant outcomes derived from
biological and social network analysis.
4.1 Network data processing
The network datasets (i.e. biological and social) are subjected
to several analyses prior to development of DSS. The
workflow representing these techniques is shown in Fig. 1.
The home page of DSS is reflected in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 4. The output derived from topic modelling
representing six prominent gene topics

Fig. 1. Workflow of BioSocioLink DSS

Fig. 5. Schizophrenia gene dataset distributed as six
prominent communities
Fig. 2. Home page of BioSocioLink
4.2 Development of biological network interface
Significant knowledge derived from schizophrenia gene data
is represented in biological network interface. Initially, the
curated dataset is uploaded in the interface followed by
accomplishment of topic modeling to detect the strength of
gene topics. Out of six gene topics, three topics (i.e.
inflammatory, immune response and genetic factors) are
found to be highly interrelated compared to others.
Furthermore, community detection is implemented by
maximizing modularity metric using LTSA algorithm. The
algorithm generated six diverse gene communities with
enhanced modularity index of 0.92. From the gene
communities, interconnected ties are observed throughout the
network. These ties are called ‘weak’ owing to less
connectivity across different communities. These weak ties
act as “hotspots” in identifying relevant schizophrenia
causing genes. Each of these functionalities is represented as
button events in the DSS. Some of outcomes are represented
as Fig. 3, 4, 5 and 6 respectively.

Fig. 6. Weak ties interconnecting schizophrenia gene
communities
4.3 Development of social network interface
Knowledge patterns derived from telecommunication dataset
is represented in social network interface. Initially, 4G
wireless quarterly performance datasets are uploaded in the
interface as an excel file for each quarter. From the uploaded
files, parameters are defined as links and telecom players are
defined as nodes. The significance of each link parameter is
estimated using feature selection. Boruta algorithm is
adopted on every quarterly dataset. Results from these
datasets indicated that all the link based parameters are
essential in detecting the quality of a telecom operator. Each
of these parameters is defined with benchmark indicators
from TRAI. Deviation from these indicators will result in
imprecise service to consumer. Furthermore, data mining
models are developed from each link parameter to access the
significant of a telecom operator as per each state. Results
revealed that neural network and SVM models outperform
other models in identifying prominent players.

Fig. 3. Schizophrenia gene dataset displayed with first ten
data instances
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Two prominent players (i.e. Airtel & Reliance JIO) are
observed in most data patterns. However, emerging players
like Vodafone significantly impact the business of these
prominent operators due to minimal call drop rates and better
service activation at major states. Some of the significant
results derived from the analysis is shown in Fig. 7, 8, 9, 10
and 11 respectively.
Fig. 11. Pie chart displaying ranking of telecom
operators. The chart reflects Airtel & JIO as prominent
players for March 2019 dataset in Andhra Pradesh
V. CONCLUSION
The current study focuses on developing a robust decision
support system for analyzing network datasets. It aids
analyzes of two domains of network data namely biological
and social. Primarily, network datasets are imported into the
DSS interface and knowledge is extracted. Knowledge is
represented in the form of charts and tables. The proposed
DSS is deployed in local environment hosted by R
programming language. Furthermore, the DSS can be
adopted for analysis of human disorders apart from
schizophrenia based on common genes expressed among
multiple disorders. Alternatively, the GSS can also be
adopted on other social networking datasets like friendship,
ego, collaboration and citation networks to detect significant
connections. However, generation of multi-domain
integrative DSS requires advanced analysis. The current
study is a preliminary effort in this direction.

Fig. 7. TRAI Wireless dataset displaying values of
telecom operator’s w.r.t service activation parameter.
Blank cells in the file is displayed as NA

Fig. 8. Feature selection results from Boruta algorithm
for March 2019 Quarterly dataset indicating the order of
importance of parameters
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